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 Because m,en need age fighting skin care too...
Step One: Cleanse MKMen Daily Facial Wash is tough on dirt and oil

while being gentle on skin. Pores feel deep-down
clean, and it won’t leave skin feeling stripped. With its

just-right lather, this liquid formula visibly reduces
excess oil and helps prep skin for shaving. You’re left
with skin that feels refreshed, smooth and energized.
Healthy-looking skin starts with thoroughly clean skin. 
Apply Daily Facial Wash to wet skin. Massage into

lather and rinse thoroughly.

Step Two: Shave Foam This rich, lightweight foam creates a comfort zone
between the razor and the skin, allowing for a clean,

close shave.  It leaves skin feeling soft and smooth as
the enriched formula surrounds and clings to each

whisker to help reduce razor irritation. 
Shake well and massage onto wet, cleansed skin

prior to shaving. Rinse after shaving.

Step Three: Aftershave Cooling Gel This nongreasy gel shields the skin against razor
irritation as it soothes, cools and leaves skin feeling

soft and moisturized.
Apply to skin after shaving

Step Four: Moisturizer MKMen Advanced Facial Hydrator with SPF 30 is an
easy way to give your skin the hydration it needs
while protecting it from sun damage in one step.
Contains an antioxidant and a patented wrinkle-

fighting complex  and moisturizes for 10 hours while
helping to control oil. 

Apply daily in the morning to protect from the
sun's harmful rays.

Step Five: Eye Cream The eyes tend to be among the first to show visible
signs of fatigue stress and sun damage. So

everything from dark circles to puffiness to fine lines
and wrinkles are there staring back at the world. A

proper eye cream can work wonders and should be
an essential part in any man’s skin care routine.
Using gentle patting motions, tap around eye

area with ring finger, avoiding direct contact with
the eye itself. 

 By the way, men also love...
Our skinvigorate cleansing brush and charcoal mask take

clean to the next level! Get kissably-soft lips with our Satin Lips
Scrub and Balm duo. We also carry body care and sun

protection products. Want to learn more about the best ways to
look your skin looking its best? Ask your consultant!
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